and h(Ci) c F*. All of the adjusting is done in the F/s one-at-a-time and independently. Let i be fixed and to simplify notation let CCi, and F = F ίβ Let E o = Λ 0 (C) and ϋ3ί = # 0 (C) By standard scissorand-paste techniques we may assume that E o f]E ι = 0. By the polyhedral approximation theorem [1] we may polyhedrally approximate C to obtain a disk E r such that E' Π (S -Int C) = Bd£" = BdC, E 7 c7,ffn h o (S) c Int JE7 0 , and E' Π flr o (S) c Int E t . We may assume that E' and EΌ U £Ί are in general position. Let E" be the component of E' -(E o U E,) that contains Bd£". By filling in the holes of E" with disks in E Q U E t pushed slightly to the sides of E o U E ιy we obtain a polyhedral disk E such that E Π (S -Int C) = BdE = BdC, E c F, and JS7 Π Ao(S) = ^ n flr o (S) = 0.
Let δ = (l/9)p(E, E 0 {J E,)
. By [5, Theorem 9.1] there exists a tame Sierpinski curve X c C such that BdC c X and the components X u X 2 , of C -X each have diameter less than 8. By the polyhedral approximation theorem [1] , there exist disks Y t such that BdΓ 4 = BdJSΓ 4 , D = X\J (U Yd is a disk, Diam Yi < d, Γ 4 c F, X, ΓΊ Yi = <Z> M %Φ j, and Yi is locally polyhedral modulo Bd Yi. It follows from [5] that D is tame. Keeping points of E* -V, g o (S) -Int E ί9 S -Int E, and h Q (S) -Int £Ό fixed and moving no point as far as 8, we first move E Q (J E U E x into general position with respect to D with BdE = BdD and then with a move " parallel" to D, we push ((JEΌ USU^nfl)-Bd^ to the inaccessible part of X (see [6] for more details).
The preceding adjustments enable us assume without loss of generality that E o , E, E x are polyhedral and disjoint, E o U E U E γ is in general position with respect to D with ((E o U E U E,) n D) -Bdi? in the inaccessible part of X and (2.2) no Cl Xi intersects more than one of E o , E, E 1 .
In order to apply Corollary 6.1 we add the ideal point oo to E z , let T be the 2-sphere (S -C) (J D, U t be the component of S 3 -T containing Bdϋ^, and let E, E Q , E 1 of Corollary 6.1 be as above. Let Do, A be the singular disks of the conclusion of Corollary 6.1.
Since (E o U E x ) Π D lies in the inaccessible part of X there is a natural open disk-with-holes ΰ* in S associated with each B e £%; namely, let JB* be obtained from B by replacing each Y 5 c B with C1X,. If &ϊ* ={B*\Be& i } then Df = U {ClB\Be &ϊ* U &i] are clearly singular disks, and A* Π A* = 0 since A Π A = 0 and each X y intersects at most one of E o and E γ . Some of the X/s may pass through elements of g^; thus, A* may not lie in the closure of a complementary domain of S. In the next paragraph we adjust the D*'s so that each does lie in the closure of a complementary domain of S while retaining the property A* Π A* = 0. We first observe that no element of ^ί< intersects an element of gV For suppose that X, c 5* e ^iίi, A 6 if* and I. ίli^Q then, since X 5 is connected and Xj Π F fc = 0 if & ^ i, there exists a component ϋf of X, Π Ui such that ϋΓ Π A Φ 0 and Γ, Π Cl iΓ ^ 0. Since Y 3 c 5 and E separates A from J5 in Cl [7* by (6.1,2) , Cl ίΓ intersects £7. Thus, Cl Xj intersects both E and Ei and this contradicts (2.2).
For i = 0, 1, let / x * be a map on Ei with the property that A*(Ei) = D* and /flBd^ = 1. Let Eί be the component of 
Let (?, iϊ be disjoint disks in Int C such that afl(E x ) ίlSc Int G and /3/ 0 ; (£Ό) Π S c Int H. We apply Dehn's lemma [10] to each of af [{E^ and βfl(E 0 ) in a small neighborhood and each to obtain real disks E[ and E{, respectively. We obtain the maps g, h of the conclusion by adjusting
3* Separation complexes* In §2 we reduced Theorem 2.1 to Corollary 6.1 of Theorem 5.16 in § §6 and 5, respectively. In this section we develop the concept of a separation complex which is used extensively in § §4, 5, and 6. We begin by reminding the reader of the definition of a collar and then defining a separation complex.
with nonempty boundary and U is a side of JV (i.e., U is the interior of a compact, connected 3-manifold M in S 3 such that N c BdM) then a collar of N to the U side of N is a PL embedding h of N x I into Cl C7 such that h(y x 0) = y, and Λ(iV x (0, 1]) c U. 
is a separation isomorphism from K to L if / is one-to-one onto, σ e i^ implies /(σ) e Z^, and σeiΓ implies/(Bdσ) = Bd/(σ). Note that the function f\σeK need not be a homeomorphism or even continuous. In general σ and f(σ) are necessarily homeomorphic only if σ e i£Ί, in which case they are both simple closed curves. In general the answer is no as Figure 1 indicates. However, for suitably restricted subdivisions K f the answer is yes. 
τ u τ 2 6 K +ι , and τ e K i+1 such that (3.9.
.2) r = r x U τ 2 , and (3.9.3) σ = r x Π r 2 (Note that if i -2, then each face of σ lies not only in K[ but also in jKi.) A subdivision K" of K is a separation subdivision if there is a sequence iΓ = iΓ 0 , i^, , K n = iΓ" such that, for each i > 0, ίQ is an elementary separation subdivision of K^.
REMARK. The conditions of Definition 3.8 are often easier to check then those of Definition 3.9. On the other hand, the conditions of Definition 3.9 are easier to use in proofs about separation subdivisions (e.g., see the proof of Lemma 3.10). Separation subdivisions will be obtained in this paper by the methods outlined in Lemmas 3.10, 3.13, and 3.14.
Proof. By induction on the number of elementary subdivisions required to change K to K', it suffices to prove Lemma 3.10 when K f is an elementary separation subdivision of K. Let σ,, τ ly r 2 , and τ be as (3 .9) 
Let /' be defined by /'||iΓ| -Intr = f\\K\ -Intr, /'|Intσ is any one-to-one function onto Int J, /' | Int τ 1 is any one-to-one function onto IntM', and /'|Intr 2 is any one-to-one function onto (Int/(r)
We are greatly indebted to the referee for the notation K mod W in definition 3.12, This concept has simplified our earlier exposition considerably. Proof. We check that (3.13.2) is also satisfied. Let σ e iΓ 3 , Y be a nonempty component of W Π Int σ, and J be a nonempty component of Bd Y. By (3.13.1) J separates the member τ of K 2 that includes J. Thus, let τ(J) be the closure of a component of τ -J. By (3.14.3), (Bdτ(J)) -JaQ.
For each component K of (Bdr(J)) -J we add to τ(J) a disk in Q bounded by K, thus we obtain a singular 2-manifold M(J) with boundary J. By (3.14. 4+ Winding functions* In this section we discuss the concept of a winding function which is used extensively in § §5 and 6. We begin by introducding notation that we use later for labeling abstract trees. DEFINITION 4.1. A tree labeling system is a collection Γ of finite sequences (a u α 2 , , a n ) of nonnegative integers such that , a n , ί l9 , ij) 6 Γ then we write α L α 2 a n e /\ αiii 2 i 3 -eΓ, respectively. If α = (a ly a 2 , "-,a n )eΓ then |α| = 0 if n is an even integer and \a\ = 1 if w is an odd integer.
In items (4.2) through (4.9), R is a PL 2-sphere in S\ H is a disk-with-holes in i2, F is a component of S 3 -i2, and M = Λ(ίZ" x /) is a collar of H in Cl F. Proof. Suppose the contrary, then there exist a smallest positive integer n with the property that there exist a, β e Γ such that a = βi, i n and P(σ β ) c P(σ a ). By (4.6.3), (4.6.4), and (4.6.5) either P(σ βh ) c P(0βi L -i^) or there exists a nonnegative integer i n+1 such that P(σ βi ) c P(σ βii ... inin+ί ).
Suppose P(σ βi ) c P(σ βir in^) then since π is minimal, we must have n = 2 and σ^^ = o^ .^^. But by (4.6.5) P(tf> Π σ^) c Int P{θβi ιh Π σ^^), thus we have distinct 2-faces of σ βh pinched together by P contradicting (4.6.2). Hence we must have Proof. Suppose pq is an arc from peS* -P(M) to q e P(M) -P(BdM) that lies in S 3 -P(BdM -H). Let r be the first point of pq that intersect the compact set P(M). Since r is a boundary point of the 3-manifold P(σ) for some σ e K z and pq Π P(BdM -H) = 0 it follows that r e Int P(S U H) c j?. By (4.6.2) and (4.6.4) since r is the first point of intersection with P(M), rgP(S).
Hence reP(H) -P(S) = H-P(M-H) by (4.6.1) and (4.6.3), and the proof of (4.8.1) is complete.
Let Γ be the tree labeling system for K z in Lemma 4.4. The collar required in (4.8.2) is constructed in P(M) by induction on the elements of Γ. The set P(σ 0 ) -(U P(^o«)) contains a collar N o of Cl((BdP(σ 0 )) -R) in P(σ Q ) such that N o contains a corner of M by (4.6.1), (4.6.2) and Lemma 4.7. We may assume that
n S). Let N oi be a collar of Cl ((BdP(O) -JB) in P(σ oi )-({Jaer oi P(σ a ))
where a e Γ oi if and only if P(σ a )-R cInt P(σ oί ) by (4.6.2) and (4.6.5). We may assume that N oi Π P(σ oi Π S) is a collar of BdP(σ oi Π S) in P(σ 0 Π S) and iV 0 Π P(σ 0 Π σ oi ) = N oi Π P(σ 0 Π σ oi ).
The induction step from σ a to σ ai is similar. The required collar is Ό{N a \a eΓ}.
The next lemma gives a lifting property for winding functions.
LEMMA 4.9. If P: M-*S 3 is a winding function with respect to (M, S, H, R), W is a compact 2-manifold such that each component of W has nonempty boundary, W is in general position with respect to R, Int Wd P(M) -P(BdM -Int JHΓ), and Bd W c P{H) -P(S). Then there exists a compact PL 2-manifold W in M and a function P'\ M-> S 5 such that (4.9.1) P'|H = P\H = 1 and if K = Zi U K 2 {J K B is the separation complex supported by S in M then P'{σ) -P(σ) if σ e K, (4.9.2) W and K are in general position and if W o is a component of W then W
o Π BdM = W o Π H = BdW 0 Φ 0, (4.9.3) K' = K mod W = K[ U K[ U K[ is a separation subdivi- sion of K, (4.9
.4) if σeK 3 then P'\σ is a separation isomorphism from σ'
to {P'(r)|reσ'}, (4.9.
5) P'\ W is a separation isomorphism from W mod (S U H)
to W mod R, (4.9.6) if σ 0 , σ ι e K z and σ 0 Φ σ ί but P(σ 0 ) c P(σ λ ) then there exists σ 2 e K[ such that σ 2 c σ ι and P(σ 0 ) c P f {σ 2 ).
Proof. Let Γ be the tree labeling system for K s of Lemma 4.4. For σeK 3 let Γ(σ) = {aeΓ\P(σ a ) is a proper subset of P(σ)} and let W(σ) = TPn(P(σ)-u {P(σ β )|αeΓ(σ)}). It is clear that PΓ = U {W(σ)\σeK,} and TF(σ α ) n PF(0>) = 0 if σ β Π σ β = 0 by (4.6.5). Also, ττ(σ α ) n τr(θ -T^ n (P(<7 β n o -u {P(σ β ) i # G r(σ β )}) = w n (P(σ α Πσ αί )-U{P(^)|/S6Γ(σ αί )}) by (4.6.4) and the fact that W is in general position with respect to R. By hypothesis on W, each component Wi(σ) of TΓ(<7) is a compact 2-manifold with 0 Φ BdPΓi(σ)c Int P(σ Π(SU H)) c i?. The 2-manifold W^σ) separates the 3-cell bounded by R and containing Wi(σ): consequently, Wi(σ) separates P
(σ). If ί is a boundary component of Wi(σ) then there exists a component Γ of σ Π (S (J H) such that ί c Int P( Γ) c i?. Since P( Y) is a disk-with-holes, t separates P{Y). It now follows by Lemma 3.13 that
L{σ) = L^σ) U L 2 (σ) U L z {σ) = P(σ) mod PΓ(σ)
is a separation subdivision of {P(τ)\τeσ} = P(σ).
We use Lemma 3.10 to lift the [separation subdivision L(σ) of P(σ) to σ. By Lemma 3.10 there exists a subdivision σ[ of <7 0 and a separation isomorphism P'\σ 0 from σj to L(σ 0 ) such that (P'|σ o )(r) = P(τ) if r e σ 0 , and (P' | σ 0 ) | H=P\ H. Proceeding inductively, we assume that separation subdivision σ f a of σ a and separation isomorphism P f \ σ a from σ' a to L(σ a ) have been defined such that (P'\σ a )(τ) = P(r) if τ G σ α . Let i be a nonnegative integer such that ai e Γ, as we have observed before Wf) (P(σ a n O -U {P(σ β ) \ β e Γ(σ a )} =WΓ) (P(σ a Π σ ai ) -U {P(σ β )\β eΓ(σ ai )}) so by Lemma 3.10 there exists a separation subdivision σ' ai of σ ai and a separation isomorphism P'\σ ai from Jά» to L(σ βί ) such that (P'\σ ai )(τ) = P(r) if re^ and (P'IOI^ Π σ β4 = Let P^Ue^ίP'k), W r =U«e^( p 'k) Properties (4.9.1), , (4.9.5) are straight forward consequences of the construction. Property (4.9.6) follows since P(σ 0 ) c P(0Ί) implies that P(σ 0 ) n TΓίαΊ) = 0 and the latter implies P(σ 0 ) is included in an element of Z/ 3 (0Ί) since P(σ o ) is connected. 5* Structure theorems. The purpose of this section is to prove the combinatorial structure theorems (Lemma 5.15 and Theorem 5.16) for components associated with the general position of two arbitrary PL 2-spheres in E\ Throughout this section an arbitrary PL 2-sphere R in S 3 is fixed. Also, a choice function μ on the collection of nonempty sets of simple closed curves in R is fixed. Some of the objects defined below depend on R or μ, but to save notation no special attention is called to this fact. (5.13a) X a is compact, connected, PL 2-manifold in S s without boundary and in general position with respect to R (J S a such that (5.13.1a) X a contains G a = (BάM a ) -Int H ar (5.13.2a) if t is a component of (S U S a ) ΓΊ X a then t separates (5.13.3a) if t is a component of (X a -G a ) Π S a then t separates the component of S a containing t. From (5.13.3a), the fact that (R -H a ) U G a is a 2-sphere, and Lemma 3.14 it follows that
(5.14a) P a is a function from S 3 to S 3 such that (5.14.1a) P a \S* -(M a -H a ) = 1, (5.14.2a) P a \M a is a winding function with respect to (M a , S a ,
(5.14.3a) P a \X a is a separation isomorphism from X a = X a mod (R U iS β ) toί= Xmod i2. (5.14.4a) P a (G a )=J a , (5.14.5a) P α (M α ) Π (X α -Λί.) = 0, (5.14.6a) if σeK 5 (a) then PJσ is a separation isomorphism from σ' to {P α (τ) | r e 5'}, and (5.14.7a) if σ 0 , σ 1 e K 3 (a) and σ 0 Φ σ x but P α (σ 0 ) c P^) then there exists σ 2 e Ki{a) such that σ z c o-x and P α (σ 0 ) c Proof. The proof is by induction on \a\ given by (5.7). We use the notation given by ( Case A. BdD a = BdC α . In this case we do not need the induction hypothesis and we proceed formally as above for \a\ -1. That is, we let H a = D a , J a = C a , M a be a collar of H a in Cl V a , S a = 0, L be the 3-manifold bounded by H a U J a and containing a collar of J a in Cl U, and let X a , P a be obtained by the same application of Lemma 4.9 as was used above. Let S a = S c U (U {S(σ)\σe K z (c)}). It is clear that S a satisfies (5.12) and g~ιP c \σ e K 3 (a) is a separation isomorphism from σ to {g~~ιP e {τ) \τ eσ} that satisfies property (4.6.5).
Let P -P h g~ιP c \ M a . We now show that P is a winding function with respect to (M a , S a , H a , R) . Property (4.6.1) is satisfied since P c satisfies (4.6.1), and g~\ P b , as pointed out previously, are the identity on a neighborhood of H a . Property (4.6.2) is established by observing that, by the way K a was constructed in the previous two para- In the latter case, (4.6.2) follows by (5.14.6b). Properties (4.6.3) and (4.6.4) are easy consequences of the corresponding propertis for P b and P c and the way S a was constructed in the previous two paragraphs. We now establish property (4.6.5), Suppose σ 0 , #i e JSΓ 3 (α), σ 0 Φ σ x and
In Case (a), (4.6.5) follows from the corresponding property for P c and the fact that g" 1 is a homeomorphism. In Case (b), P(σ^ -jS» β ) c Int P(tf"i_ί) since P^ -Sf β ) is connected and fails to contain any point in BdPiσ^i) by (5.14.5b). In Case (c), either (c.l) there exists a σ* e K 3 (b) such that g~ιP e {σ^ c σ* for i = 0, 1 or (c.2) there exists distinct σ 0 *, σf e ίΓ 8 (6) such that g~ιPMi) c σ*. In Case (c.l), (4.6.5) follows from the corresponding property for P c and the fact that g~ι is a homeomorphism and (5.14.6b). In Case (c.2), (4.6.5) follows from (5.14.7b) since we must have P h (σ?) c P h {σ^ for i = 0 or 1, by property (4.6.5) for P b .
Let TF = lnP(I tt ) -P(Bdikf α -Int H a )). Apply Lemma 4.9 to P and W to obtain PΓ and P' satisfying (4.9.1), •••, (4.9.6).
Let X a = W{jG a U(X-P'{M*)) and let P a be given by P a \M a = P' and P α |S 3 -(M a -H a ) = 1. We now varify the remaining properties of the conclusion of the Lemma 5.15 to complete the induction step. Properties (5.14.1a), (5.14.2a) are clear by (4.9.1) applied to P\ Property (5.14.3a) follows from (4.9.5) applied to P', the definition given previously of J a , and the fact that P|S 3 -(M a -H a ) = 1. Property (5.14.4a) is a consequence of the definition of J a . Property (5.14.5a) follows since X a -M a = X-P'(M a ).
Properties (5.14.6a) and (5.14.7a) are consequences of (4.9.4) and (4.9.6) respectively, applied to P'. Properties (5.13.1a), (5.13.2a), and (5.13.3a) follow from the definition of X a and (4.9.3), (4.9.5).
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FIGURE 4
The following theorem gives the combinatorial structure of the collection of components of R Π T, R -T, T -R, S 3 -(T{J R) where R and T are PL 2-spheres in general position in S 3 . The reader is referred to Definition 4.1 for some of the notation used. See Figure  4 for an illustration. 
In the former case, (4.6.2) follows by (5.16.5) and in the latter case by (b k ). Properties (4.6.3) and (4.6.4) are straight forward consequences of the corresponding properties for P, (5.16.8) and (5.16.9) for P k , and the way S β was constructed. We now establish property (4.6.5). Suppose σ 0 , σ x e K 9 (β), σ 0 Φ σ ly and In Case (a), (4.6.5) follows from the corresponding properties for P, the way S β was constructed, and (5.16.5). In Case (b), P^ia^ -S β ) c Int P k Pfa^) since P k Pfa^ -S β ) c X k -(U {Λf α |αeΛ}), -P*-P(^» -^) is connected, and by (a k ). In Case (c), either (c.l) there exists a σ* e K 3 (k) such that P(0i) c σ* for i = 0, 1 or (c.2) there exist distinct σ 0 *, ^Γ e -K"s(A) such that P(^ί) c σf
In Case (c.l), (4.6.5) follows from the corresponding property for P and (b k ). In Case (c.2), (4.6.5) follows from (c k ), sice we must have P k (σf) c P k (σt-% ) for i = 0, or 1 by (5.16.10).
Let P fc+1 -P k P. We showed in the previous paragraph that P k+1 \M β is a winding function with respect to (M β , S β , H β , R). This, combined with (5.16.5), (5.16.7), (5.16.8) and (5.16.9) for P k establishes (5.16.5), (5.16.7), (5.16.8), and (5.16.9) for P k+ί .
Property, (5.16.6) is valid for P k+1 since it is valid for P k , P\ (J {G a \aeΓ k } = 1, and P\G β is a separation isomorphism onto J ajc+1 oί Lemma 5.15.
Property (5.16.10) follows by the corresponding property for P k or P if either σ θ9 σ 1 e K s (k) or σ 0 , σ 1 e K d (β) . The other cases are (a)σ 0 e K z (k), σ γ e i^(^)^and P(σ^ Π Int Λf α = 0 for all aeΓ k or (b) <7 0 e jKi(A), σ i e K z {β), and P^) c M Λ for some α 6 Γ k . In Case (a), P k+1 (σ 0 -S k+1 )a Int P 4 +ι(^i)ι and P 4+ι (σ 0 Π (S fc+ i U JS)) c^Int A+I(^ Π (S k+ι U -E)) since Λ+i(^Ί -S k+1 ) d X k~ (Ό {M a \aeΓ k }), P k+1 (σ 0 -S k+1 ) is connected and by (a k ). In Case (b) either (b.l) JP(OΊ) C σ 0 or (b.2) there exists a σ* e X" 8 (fe) such that P{σ x ) c σ*. In Case (b.l) (5.16.10) follows by b k since Pfa) must be the underlying set of a subcomplex of K r {k) in α * In Case (b.2), (5.16.10) follows from c k9 since we must have either P k (σ*)a P k (σ 0 ), or P k (σ 0 ) c P k {σ*) by (5.16.10) for P 4 .
The properties remaining to be varified are (α A+1 ), (6 A +i), and (c k+1 ). We establish these by using the lifting property for winding functions in Lemma 4.9. For σ e K,(k +1) let N(σ) = {τe K 3 (k +1) | P k+1 (τ) c P k+1 (σ) and τ ΦG) and let W{σ) = P k+1 (X k+1 -(U {G a \a e Γ k+1 })) n (Λ+i(^) -U {P k+1 (τ)Iτ e ΛΓ(σ)}). It is clear that (P, +1 (U {MJa e Γ k+1 })-P k+1 (U{G a \ae Λ+i})) Π P A+ i(-X*+i) = U {W ( That there exists no circularity in ft(Ei) follows from the fact that BdD(m a ) c Eiima) or, in other words, we proceed always from the "outside" to the "inside" along E t .
